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points) 5Section One: Comprehension (3 
 )  points) 20Passage One عالمة(                                                              20القطعة األولى )

e following text then answer the questions below:Read th 

        

 Any first-year Media Studies student will tell you that newspapers have no future in the 21st century. 

Research seems to confirm that the Internet has taken over from the paper as the main source of 

news, especially among the young.  The reasons are not hard to find. Like a lot of things on the 

Internet, the news is free, and there’s a lot more choice, with hundreds of sites providing the latest 

information on any topic you could wish for. It’s also, obviously, more interactive: you can search 

as far as you want, often with the  themwhatever you’re interested in and explore  for stories on

added extras of audio and video. Supporters of online news also say that they prefer the way stories 

.speed lives-find newspaper articles too long to fit in with their busy, high Theyto the point.  get straight 
 

  Q1- Answer the following questions:                                                                                   ( 6 points) 

century? stents  think that newspapers have no future in the 21Why do some  M.S  stud -1 
 …………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

2-What is the importance of audio and video extras for internet users ? 

 ………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

3- Why has using the internet replaced newspapers? 

  ………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

  …………………………………………………………………………………… 

                                           ****************************************. 

Q2- Find in the text the meaning of the underlined parts in the following :                      ( 5 points) 
1- The internet  includes any  kind of information  you want  about any subject…………..  

. ……….……one hundred yearsThe Ottomans ruled over Palestine nearly for more than   -2 

………………………  ning room.them in the di look forcan't find my keys. I'll  I-3 

more about Palestine  . ………………………… find outI'll surf the internet to  -4 

………………………….. the prisoner is innocent  to show that is an evidence  There 5 

                                 ************************************* 

Q3-Complete the following sentences with suitable words from the text:                               (3 points) 

1- She has worked for magazines, radio stations and other………………………….. 

2- Some people find it difficult to  make  a ……………… when they have many options. 

3- Students usually use the Internet as a ………………………….of information when writing essays. 

************************************ 
Q4- Complete the following sentences   :                                                                                   (4 points) 

1- ..that the Internet has taken over from the paper. This means: ………………………………….…………… 

 

2- The pronoun" them" Line 6   refers to …………………………………………   

  3-Those who support  online news   find that:  newspaper articles …………………………………….  

 

    4-The pronoun" they" Line 8  refers to …………………………………………   

************************************ 

  Q5- Choose the correct answer:                                                                                     (2 points) 
is means that:. Th more interactiveThe writer thinks that using the internet  is     

   a- Using the internet saves time and money. 
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b- Using the internet offers users a wide range of choices to get information easily.    

   c- Users of the internet are free to use audio and video extras . 

  

    Passage Two   

Read the following text and complete the tasks below:           (15 points) 
 

   The story of the Italian king Umberto is one of the most famous examples of 

coincidences. In the nineteenth century, king Umberto went to a restaurant in Monza.  

The owner of the restaurant took the king’s order.  The king noticed that he and the 

. As could almost have been brothers Theyrestaurant owner looked almost identical. 

they discussed how similar they looked, they found out that they were both born on the 

same day and in the same town. They both married women called Margherita. The 

restaurant on the same day Umberto was crowned a  hisowner of the restaurant opened 

king. A few years later on the evening of July -29 -1865, king Umberto was told that the 

, he was shot thiso said how sorry he was to hear restaurant owner had died. As Umbert

four times by assassin and buried in the same time with the restaurant owner.  
 

Q1- Answer the following questions:                                                                                         (3 points ) 

1- Write two common things between the King Umberto and the restaurant owner: 

  1- …………………………………………………..   , 2- ……………………………………………… 

2- Why do you think  the king sorry for the death of the restaurant owner? 

   ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

Q2-. Match the words from the text with their meanings:                                                    (4 points) 

************************************** 

Word  Meaning  

coincidence ………………………. a. exactly the same 

identical ………………….…… b. well-known 

shot ……………………..…  c-events unexpectedly happen at the same time 

famous ……………………… killed by a gun    d- 

************************************** 

 Q3-. Decide whether each of the following statements is TRUE / FALSE/ / Doesn't Say(T, F/D)   (3 points) 

1. Monza is a well-known city in France.. (           ) 

2. King Umberto and the restaurant owner wives'  had the same  name. (          ) 

3. Both of the  king and the restaurant owner were killed in the same  year.  (             ) 

************************************** 

 Q4-. Write what the underlined pronouns refer to: 

                                                                                                                                                       (3 points) 

1. They ( Line  4)…………………………………………………………… 

)………………………………..……………………………6( Line   his -2  

3-  this     ( Line 9)…………………………………………………………… 

************************************** 

Q5-   Choose the correct answer:                                                                                               (2 points) 

 1- (Line 4-)…. They could almost have been brothers. This means that : 

   a- they seemed to be brothers. 

 b- they were really brothers. 

 c- they proved to be brothers. 

   

 2- The most  suitable title for the text is: 

  a- King Umberto and His People. 
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  b- A real  Coincidence Story 

  c- Similarities between King Umberto and the Restaurant Owner  

 

 

( 20 points)       Section Two : Vocabulary:   

   Q1 – Complete the sentences below with words from this list:                                          (4 points) 
                      (random– persuades –characters –.-starvation –fragile ) 

1- The main -------------------- in the story are a married couple who live in the forest 

2- The glass was so …………………………..that it broke when I picked it up.. 

3- The choice of people to answer the survey was ……………………………… 

4- In some poor countries, there is a problem of …………………………………….. 

                                                *************************** 

Q2-Complete the sentences below using the correct preposition from box A, plus  the "ing " form 

of verbs   in box  B: 

.                                A                                                               B                                              (5 points) 
               by – on – to – in – for –                   meet – refuse  - get - read – send            

 

1- I don’t understand his reason …………     …………………………….to do what we are asking. 

2- Most young people communicate …………   ……………………….messages on their phones.. 

3- I’m interested ………  ……………………….about the history of Palestine.. 

4-- I’m looking forward ……… …………………..your brother. He sounds nice. 

5- They insisted ……. ………………… the payment in advance 

            ******************************************** 

Q3-Match the words with their meanings.                                                                       (4 points) 

    (imaginary – standard – biodiversity – opinion – additives – definition – vital – chain) 

1. not real: -----------------------------------                              2. extra things (e.g. added to food: --------------- 

3. normal, all the same: --------------------                             4. very necessary: -------------------- 

5. a series of linked rings : -----------------------                        6. what someone thinks: -------------------- 

7. the variety of life.: -------------------------                                8. meaning of a word: -------------------- 

*************************** 

Q4- Circle the letter of the correct answer:                                                                              (3 points)  
1- The  mixture of flour, fat and water, cooked in the oven  is called : 

  a- tart                         b- pastry                       c- yolk                 d- recipe          

2- My mouth feels as dry as a…………………………. 

  a-mountain                              b- forest                      c- desert             d- stream 

3-   To say that all Americans are loud is a huge …………………………… 

   a- general                    b- generalized           c- generalisdation     d- generalization 

4- All our food is  ………………………….. . 

  a- freshly cooked                    b- freshly cooking           c- fresh cooked             d- freshly cook 

5- A student who studies technology is a………………….. . 

  a- technology student          b- student technology     c- technological student      d- technologic student 
6- a pan which is easy to clean is described as a …………………. Pan. 

  a- non-sticking                  b- not- stick               c- non-stick                     d- no –sticked   

********************************************** 

Q5-Complete the sentences with a word related to the word in brackets, using –en- as a prefix or 

suffix                                                                                                                                           (4 points) 

1. The animal’s long legs …………………………. it to run very fast. (able) 

2. If it’s too short, we can easily …………………………… it. (long) 

3. This is one of the most ………………………………. species in the world. (danger) 

4. Reading is a good way to ……………………………… your knowledge. (rich) 

                                  ****************************************************************** 
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Section Three: Language:                                                                                       ( 25 points) 

 

Q1- Correct the sentences. (There is one mistake in each sentence.)  ( 4 points) 

1- That isn’t the woman, who gave me the money. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………… . 

2- Is that the place where you found the letter in? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………… . 

 

3-- The final football match was played by the two top teams last night at this time. 

   ………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

4- The old man, who his family lived far away, sometimes felt lonely. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

                                       **************************************** 

Q2-  Join the two short sentences together with (who / which/whose /where) to make one longer 

sentence.                                                                                                                          (4 points) 
1 -The story happens in Jaffa. Jaffa is a city in Palestine. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………… . 

2- The forest is very thick. A large number of bird species live there. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………… . 

3 -The man is very happy . His son won the golden medal. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………… . 

4 -Some children grow up reading stories. They have better exam results. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………… . 

                                   ***************************************** 

Q3- Circle the letter of the correct answer:                                                                             (4 points) 
 

1- I don’t think I’ll have finished / I’ll be finishing this report in time for the meeting. 

2- This time next year she( will study/ will be studying/ will have studied) in another country.  

3- While ( writing / write/ wrote) , the teacher asked us to stop. 

4- The man (who/whose) work is the best will win a prize 

.                                        ****************************************** 

 

   Q4- Rewrite the sentences, using an -ing form to replace the underlined parts.    (3 points) 

1 Because he is my friend, he always gives me good advice. 

   ………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

2 The detective picked up the knife and held it between two fingers. 

   ………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

3- I thought the email was for someone else, so I didn’t open it. 

   ………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

                                        ***************************************** 

Q5-Put the verbs in brackets in the correct tense, active or passive.                (4 points) 

1 -When the king ………………………(send) away ,a republic…………………… instead. (establish) 

.2- The man ………………..(find) wandering in the street last week. He ………….(lose).his memory. 

3- The journey to work ………………….(not take) as long since the road…………………….. (widen) 

4- The label says ‘Cool Wash Only’ so it…………………………..(shouldn’t / wash). in hot water.  

 5- Ahmad hopes ………………………….…..   (accept)at university when he finishes tawjihi .  

                                              **************************************** 

Q6-Join these pieces of information into one sentence using the ways given between brackets: 

                                                                                                                                                      ( 6 points) 
 

  1-.He said he was sorry to leave the company. He added that he had made some good friends there. 

                                                                                                                                                 ( ing phrase) 

    

     ………………………………………………………..……………………………………………… 
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 2-The minister made a speech.  He promised to help the poor. They live in rural area . 

                                                                                                                          ( conjunction +ing phrase)  

 3- Newspapers report that the manager is furious about the team’s results.                ( passive) 
 

     The manager…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

Section four : Writing    ( 10 points) 
  Write on one of the following topics 

Q1- Growing and producing tea   
There are three main types of tea, all from the same plant: green, black 
and white. Different ways of (produce) tea give / leaves different  flavours 
.  

      Different ways of producing tea give the leaves different flavours. 

 
     1-Black tea / (be) / most popular type / many countries.  
      2- Tea / usually (grow) / warm wet places.         

      3 -Normally, leaves (harvest) twice / year. 

      4-After leaves (pick), they (carry) to / factory near / field.    

      5-Here they (spread) out (dry). 

      6-This also (enable) air (change) colour and taste. 

        7- Workers (move) / leaves around until / colour (change) / brown / black.  
     8-Finally, / (dry) completely (use) hot air.  
      9-Leaves (divide) according / size, then (export) around / world. 

      10-Leaves (mix) / experts (produce) / tea / (prefer) / most people. 
   

  Black tea is the -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Q2-A. Write a set of instructions about how the remote control work (7 points) 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 B- Write your own opinion : (3 points) 

A woman gave her  12-room house and millions of dollars to her cats and dogs. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

  

 Good Luck 
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